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YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 

 
ITEM 9   

 
  
Date: 30 June 2019 
  
Report: REVIEW OF YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 

GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS 
 

 
Purpose of the report 

 
1. To report to the Authority on the findings and recommendation of the Audit & 

Review Committee on the Review of the Authority’s Membership. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 

 
2. That the Authority considers the recommendation of the Audit & Review 

Committee and authorises Officers to commence discussion with Government 
Officials on implementing a reduction in the size of the Authority’s 
membership from 25 to 16 from June 2021. The membership to be comprised 
of: 

 
Eight Local Council appointees: 

 1 Craven District Council 
 1 Eden District Council 
 1 Lancaster City Council 
 1 Richmondshire District Council 
 1 South Lakeland District Council 
 1 Cumbria County Council 
 1 Lancashire County Council 
 1 North Yorkshire County Council 

 
Four representatives from Parish Councils 

 3 from North Yorkshire 
 1 from Cumbria 

 
Four ‘national’ representatives appointed by the Secretary of State. 
 
 
Strategic Planning Framework 

 
3. The information and recommendation contained in this report are consistent with 

the Authority’s statutory purposes and its approved strategic planning framework, 
and in particular: 

 
Corporate Plan 2020/21; Action 36.2. Complete a review of the structure of the 
YDNPA Board in light of the extension to the National Park boundary.  
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Background 

 
4. From 2010 there was a period over five years where there were substantial cuts in 

Government funding for National Park Authorities (NPAs).  These cuts amounted 
to 40% in real terms. Consequently, all National Park Authorities were asked by 
the Government to review their membership with a view to reducing the total 
numbers in line with the reduction in the size of the organisations they were 
governing.  The details of current UK NPA memberships are in Appendix 1.   

 
5. The only NPA that was exempt from the requirement to reduce its membership 

was the Yorkshire Dales NPA.  This was because Natural England was in the 
middle of reviewing the north western boundary of the National Park.  The 
Government took the view that it would not be sensible to pursue a reduction in 
the Authority’s membership because, if the Park boundary were extended (which it 
subsequently was), the size of the Board would then have to be increased again.   

 
6. Prior to the extension of the boundary in August 2016, the Government consulted 

on the consequential changes to the membership of the Authority.  The 
Government’s preferred option was that the membership should only be increased 
by three.  This was to meet the legal requirement that every constituent local 
authority should have representation (the three new Councils being Lancashire 
County Council, Lancaster City Council and Eden District Council). 

 
7. In their response to this consultation Members expressed some disquiet with the 

Government’s proposals because of concerns at the imbalance that these new 
arrangements created. In particular, the relative lack of ‘representation’ for 
Cumbria compared to North Yorkshire and the fall in the proportion of Secretary of 
State (SOS) Members.  

 
8. However it was made clear by Government that if their proposals were not 

accepted, the boundary extension would be delayed significantly.  Members, 
therefore, resolved to accept the proposal but with the caveat that: 

 
Within three years, the Chief Executive is asked to review the new 
Board structure.  This review to examine the size, membership and 
appointment process to the NPA. 

 
 

Role of the Audit and Review Committee 
  
9. It is self-evident that any review of the Authority membership is a sensitive issue.  

Consequently, the Chief Executive raised the matter at an Audit & Review 
Committee meeting in order to seek direct Member involvement in the process 
from an early stage.   

 
10. The Committee determined the terms of reference for the review at its meeting in 

November 2018.  These were:  

 Establish a small group to assist the CEO with bringing 
recommendations forward for the consideration of A&R; 
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 The review to run parallel to the Designated Area Review being 
conducted by Julian Glover in order to account for his emerging 
findings and final report; 

 The A&R Committee to consider the findings from this group before 
the end of the calendar year; 

 The group to consider the overall size of membership in relation to 
the size and population of the National Park. 

 The group to consider the geographical balance of the Membership, 
in light of the extension to the National Park boundary;  

 The balance of the Membership in terms of appointment type 
(County; District; Parish; Secretary of State); 

 The group should avail itself of comparative data from other bodies; 
particularly National Park Authorities but also constituent local 
authorities and NGOs. 

 
11. All members of the Authority were asked by the then Chair of the Committee – 

Mrs Peacock – if they wanted to be considered for the working group that would 
examine the matter.  A number of Members put their names forward and the final 
composition of the group was chosen by Mrs Peacock.  

 
12. It is worth recording that Mrs Peacock’s knowledge and experience was 

particularly useful in guiding the review.  As Leader of Richmondshire District 
Council, she had just implemented a similar review, which had reduced the size of 
that Council from 35 to 24 Councillors.  

 
13. In addition to Mrs Peacock, the working group was made up of Mrs Judith 

Donovan (subsequent Chair of the Audit & Review Committee), Mr Nick Cotton, 
Mr Robert Heseltine, and Mr Neil Heseltine. Gillian Cooper (the Authority’s then 
Monitoring Officer), subsequently replaced by Richard Burnett (the Authority’s 
Treasurer), Julie Payne (Committees Officer) and David Butterworth.  

 
14. The Committee was aware that, at the same time that they were reviewing the 

Membership, the wider issue of NPA governance was also being considered by 
Julian Glover as part of his Government-sponsored ‘Landscapes Review’.  
Members were keen to see the two reviews take place in parallel.  To do 
otherwise could mean the Authority coming forward with proposals that might then 
immediately be rendered obsolete by the Glover Review. 

 
15. In summary, the context for the Committee’s review was: 

- the ‘unfinished business’ in reducing the size of the membership in line with the 
reduction in Government grant (2010-2015); 

- the extension of the National Park Boundary in 2016, and the imbalances in 
representation. 

- The findings from the impending Glover Review (see below) – which turned out 
to be to reduce dramatically the size of NPA Boards, and greatly strengthen the 
level of national representation. 
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16. The working group met five times throughout 2019 and considered a range of 
detailed information and data from other National Park Authorities, constituent 
local authorities, and NGOs, in order to better understand how other bodies dealt 
with the issue of membership. 

   
17. The Group also considered a number of membership ‘models’ and ideas.  These 

included: increasing the size of the membership; leaving it at the existing 
numbers; and different levels of reduced membership: 12, 16, 18 and 22. 

 
Julian Glover’s Landscapes Review  
 
18. During the period that the working group were considering potential models, 

Julian Glover published the findings of his Review.  The National Park Authority 
had commented on the initial consultation on the Review in mid-2018. One of the 
questions asked in the consultation document was in relation to Membership: 

 
What views do you have on the way National Parks are governed 
individually at the moment?  Is it effective or does it need to change?  If 
so, how? 

 
19. The YDNPA responded as follows: 
 

There is a wide recognition that National Park Authority Boards are too 
large and cumbersome.  In the YDNPA the Board is also unrepresentative 
of the population at large (as a consequence of the 2016 boundary 
changes). 

 
A governance review is planned for 2019-2020 but is likely to encounter a 
familiar problem in that decisions on the size and composition of the 
Board will be made by those who are most affected by any changes. 

 
What is critical in any future arrangements is that the balance between 
national and local members is recognised.  
 

20. It is not the most detailed of responses and that reflected the divergence of views 
among Members when the matter was discussed. However, it is certainly honest 
and recognises the difficulties of Boards being asked about their own re-structure. 
The ‘turkeys voting for Christmas’ point. 

 
21. In the event Julian Glover’s proposals for the future membership of National Park 

Authorities were far more radical than many expected (see Appendix 2).  In 
essence, the Glover Review concludes that: 

a. National Park Authorities should be governed by much smaller Boards (9-
12 people) in line with other models of public sector governance. 

b. Members on these Boards should be nationally appointed on the basis of 
their passion, skills and experience in delivering the NPAs’ statutory 
purposes.  

c. ‘Greater efforts should be made to achieve diversity and the Boards 
should be supported and advised by a partnership group bringing together 
stakeholders of all kinds. 
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22. In addition the Glover Review further concluded that each National Park Authority 
should retain a planning sub-committee (again reduced in size to between 9 and 
12 members), and this should contain representatives from the constituent local 
authorities and parishes. 

 
Audit &Review Consideration and Final Recommendation 
 
23. Members will see from the information above and the detail contained in the 

Appendices that the working group was given an extremely difficult task in 
developing proposals that dealt with the Authority’s own ‘unfinished business’ and 
recognising the ‘direction of travel’ coming out of the Glover Review.   

 
24. After much discussion the fundamental conclusion of the group was that the 

Authority has to reduce its size (in line with its own submission to the Glover 
Review).  But there was universal opposition to changing the balance between 
nationally and locally appointed members.  Indeed the Working Group were 
concerned that Glover appeared to have given too little regard to the value of 
locally appointed members (on the main Board rather than simply the Planning 
Sub Committee) in his final recommendation. 

 
25. As a consequence, the proposal from the working group (supported by six 

members of the group with one opposed) was that the Authority should only be 
reduced to 16 members – not the 9-12 envisaged by Glover.  The Authority would 
then be made up as follows: 

 12 locally appointed (8 by local councils,4 by parish councils) 
 4 nationally appointed. 

 
26. This would enable local council appointments to be made ideally on the basis of 

‘the best person for the job’ rather than on their party political affiliation. 
 
27. The diagram in Appendix 3 shows how this might work in practice. 
 
28. When the matter was considered at the Audit & Review Committee a number of 

issues were discussed.  The final decision of the Committee was to support the 
recommendations of the working group.  The primary reasons being: 

- A smaller, streamlined Board would lead to quicker, more efficient decision-
making. 

- There would be reduced costs.  Some direct in terms of Member’s costs and 
expenses, others in relation to the administration cost of serving a large Board. 

- The proposals would not require primary legislation from Government to be 
enacted. 

- The proposal recognises the ‘direction of travel’ identified in the Glover Review 
but seeks to retain a much stronger element of local membership.  The A&R 
Committee does not believe that the reduction in local Members proposed by 
Glover would enable national and local considerations to be managed 
effectively. 

- It allows the NPA to better address the criticisms, expressed by Glover and 
others, about the lack of diversity on the Board. Local Government has long 
been recognised as lacking diversity in the make up of its decision makers. 
Whether that be the lack of women, working people, younger people generally, 
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or ethnic and disability representation. The problem with the current 
appointments by local authorities is they are bound by regulations in having to 
appoint a number of Members on the basis of their party political affiliation. 
This would not apply under the proposals, so would better enable the Authority 
to seek a broader range of appointees to address its responsibility (adopted at 
the March NPA meeting) “to promote an inclusive and diverse culture”. That 
doesn’t mean we would necessarily be successful – appointment decisions 
would still rest with local councils – but we would be able to ask for appointees 
that better reflected our requirements.  

 
29. The Committee discussed the question of geographical ‘representation’ and how 

that is affected by these proposals.  Comparative details for local councils are 
shown at Appendix 4. The key here is recognising that every local authority that 
is covered by a National Park has the ‘right’ in law to appoint a member to the 
National Park Authority Board.  There may be some disquiet about the perceived 
‘injustice’ of Lancashire having two members for a very small population but it is a 
fruitless discussion because that is simply ‘the law’.  In any event, once a Member 
is appointed to the Authority their obligation is to represent the whole of the 
National Park – not simply somewhere they consider to be ‘their patch’. The 
legislative provisions that apply to Membership were set out for the working group 
by the Monitoring Officer and are attached at Appendix 5. 

 
30. We have received objections from one of the eight local authorities – NYCC. They 

object to the impact of reducing appointments from the three councils in North 
Yorkshire though neither Craven nor Richmondshire DC has supported this 
position. The letter appears not to appreciate that local community ‘representation’ 
in the Park also comes from Parish Councils; and consequently understates the 
effect of the proposals before Members today. 

 
31. The NYCC objection highlights what it perceives to be the disparity in 

‘representation’ between North Yorkshire and Cumbria. This objection isn’t to the 
current disparity of 13 NY members to 4 in Cumbria, but the new perceived 
disparity caused by the proposals. 

 
 
Implementation 
 
32. There was a discussion at the working group and the A&R Committee regarding 

potential timescales for implementation.  Two options were considered.  The first 
involved the new arrangements being implemented in full in June 2021 (following 
local elections).  The second would involve progressive reductions in the 
Authority’s membership each year over a period of three years.  This would allow 
all the current Members to complete their terms. 
 

33. The A&R Committee and the working group took the view that, on balance, the 
former option was more logical and practical, so recommend these proposals are 
implemented from June 2021. 

 
34. Should the A&R Committee’s proposals be accepted by the Authority, discussions 

would take place with Defra in 2020 as to how and when they might be 
implemented. 
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The Future 
 
35. Members of the Working Group discussed the prospect of direct elections to the 

National Park Authority and this remains an option for the future albeit it would 
require a change to primary legislation by Government. In this scenario direct 
elections could take place alongside the current national appointment process. 
The obvious advantage of direct elections is more accountability to local 
communities. Residents in the National Park could vote for, and remove, 
Members directly using their vote as they do for local councils.  This remains an 
option for future governments although it wasn’t identified as a recommendation 
within the Glover Review.   

 
36. One further issue that Members should be aware of.  As Members will recall, Mrs 

Donovan, who chaired the later meetings of the working group and the A&R 
Committee when it considered these proposals, left the Authority at the end of 
March.  Under the Authority’s protocol she would have been the first speaker on 
this item at the March Authority had that meeting not been postponed as a 
consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic.  As Mrs Donovan is now no longer a 
Member she has asked that consideration be given to a short note she had 
prepared on the matter.  This is included at Appendix 6. 

 
 
Conclusion 

 
37. The task of reviewing the membership of the National Park Authority is an 

extremely difficult and sensitive one.  However, there is a need to complete the 
‘unfinished business’ in addressing the shortcomings in membership that arose as 
a result of the 2016 changes in the National Park boundary. In addition we do 
need to take account of the recommendations on governance contained in the 
Glover Review.  Not least because Government are looking keenly at how National 
Park Authorities respond to the issues raised in the Review and whether we 
accept that change is required.   
  

38. However there is a strong view from the A&R Committee that whilst we need to 
acknowledge the ‘direction of travel’ in Glover’s proposals, we can demonstrate 
that NPA governance can be streamlined – but in a way that still retains strong 
local involvement. 

  
39. The proposal before Members today would retain 12 local members alongside 4 

national members.  The Audit and Review Committee considered this to be the 
best way to deliver governance proposals that are fit for the 21st century and can 
best support delivery of the National Park Authority’s purposes and objectives into 
the future.  

 
 
David Butterworth 
Chief Executive 
 
1 June 2020. 
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Appendix 1 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Source for National Parks Populations: Office for National Statistics 
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Appendix 2 
 
Proposal 26: Reformed governance to inspire 
and secure ambition in our national landscapes 
and better reflect society 

 
 

Alongside a new National Landscapes 

Service, we propose an overhaul of 
how our national landscapes are 

governed individually. 
 

National Parks should be governed 

by smaller 9‑12 person boards, in 
line with best practice in governance 

as recommended for charities and 
companies. 

 

The chair should be appointed 

by the Defra Secretary of State 
after a process led by the National 

Landscapes Service. Other members 

would be appointed by the National 
Landscapes Service working with the 

relevant national landscape. 
 

The board should be advised by a 
partnership group, bringing together 

stakeholders of all kinds, to ensure 

the board is well informed about a 
wide range of interests and specialist 

expertise. 

We propose: 
 

− Every National Park should have 

a partnership group that works 
alongside the main board, as 

per the model already in place 
at the Lake District and in some 

others. These should comprise 

the voices of those who have a 
stake in the national landscape 

and who are fundamental to 
achieving outcomes. 

– The main boards of National 

Parks should be reduced to 
between 9 and 12 members, 

bringing them into line with 
other models of public sector 

governance.77
 

 

– Members on boards are 

selected for their passion, 
skills and experience including 

biodiversity, natural beauty, 
culture, leisure, education, and 

community. 
 

– Every effort should be made 

to achieve diversity – of social 
background, gender, age, 

ethnicity, (dis)ability. 
 

– The main task of each board 
would be to prepare and 

drive ambitious delivery of 

Management Plans, delivering 
for nature, people and 

communities. 
 

– The structure above should 
apply to AONBs where possible. 

We recognise that for some 
smaller ones it may be over‑ 

elaborate, or challenging to put 

in place. For larger ones, it is 
appropriate. 

 

 
 
 

52 As an example, at 22 July 2019, board sizes were as follows: Natural England 11, Environment Agency 10, Kew 
Gardens 12, Canal and River Trust 9. 
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APPENDIX 3 – For National Parks, which will 
continue to have responsibility for 

development control, planning 

issues should continue to involve 
local authority members. We 

propose each National Park retains 
or establishes a Planning Sub‑ 

Committee, reduced in size to 
between 9 and 12 members to 

correspond with the smaller main 

board and those typical of local 
authority planning sub‑ 

committees. 
 

– These Planning Sub‑ Committees 
should be chaired by a member of 

the main board, with at least two 

members from the main board on 
it, and made up of representatives 

from the constituent local 
authorities 

and parishes, who should 
agree between themselves who 

they wish to see on the 

Sub‑Committee. 
 

 

 

– AONBs may choose to establish 
similar Planning Sub‑ 

Committees, but, given their 
role is not to decide planning 

matters but to comment, 
hopefully in future as statutory 

consultees, they should ensure 
such committees are 

proportionate in size. 
 

– AONBs may also have on their 

main board of 9 to 12 one local 
authority member drawn from 

the local authorities who 
contribute funding to the AONB, 

determined either by the 

agreement of those local 
authorities, or if not, by ballot. 

 

Finally, we think there is merit in the 

idea of a citizen service for selecting 
community representatives for main 

National Park and AONB boards, 
and would like to see the new 

National Landscapes Service work 

with national landscapes to trial this. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Appendix 3 

 

8 Appointees from Local Authorities (one from each Authority) 

4 Parish Members  

4 Appointed by the Secretary of State 

Formal 
 

 
 
 
 

Informal 
 

Plus: - 

• Policy Development Forum 

• Would retain ad-hoc working groups 

• Member Champions 

• Membership of external partnerships

NPA [16] 
4 meetings per year 

 

Planning [12] 
         3 Parish 
         3 SoS 
         6 LAs 

11 meetings 

Risk & Security [8] 
4 meetings 

Standards  [5] 
As and when required 
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           Appendix 4  
Geographical Representation 

 
New Proposals: 
 
If these proposals are accepted the ‘representation’ in the Park would be as follows:- 

 
 North Yorkshire: 6 Members. One each from North Yorkshire CC, Craven and 

Richmondshire DCs and three Parish Councils representatives. 
The North Yorkshire resident Population in the Park is 16,100 - one Member per 
2,689 population. 
  

 Cumbria: 4 Members. One each from Cumbria CC, Eden and South Lakeland 
DCs and one Parish Council representative. 
The Cumbria resident population in the Park is 7,100 - one Member per 1,769 
population. 
 

 Lancashire: 2 Members. One each from Lancashire CC and Lancaster City. 
The Lancashire resident population in the Park is 300 - one member per 139 
population. 

 
 

The comparative figures for the National Park’s constituent local authorities are as follows: 
 
       Council Size  Population   1 Member to 
(pop) 
 
North Yorkshire County Council:   72   611,600  8,495 
Cumbria County Council:     84   498,400  5,933  
Lancashire County Council:   84   1,201,900  14,308 

 
Richmondshire DC:     24   53,700  2,237 
 
Craven DC:      30   55,600  1,853  

 
South Lakeland DC:    51   104,300  2,045 
Eden DC:      38   52,800  1389  

 
Lancaster City:     60   142,500  2,375 
 
 
 
 
 
Yorkshire Dales NPA: Current  25   23,500  940  
(excluding SOS National appointees) 19   23,500  1,237 
 
Yorkshire Dales NPA: Proposed  16   23,500  1,469 
(excluding SOS National Appointees) 12   23,500  1,958 
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         Appendix 5  
 

  National Park Authorities: Legislative Provisions 
 
 

This paper sets out the legislation that applies to the membership of NPAs and the context 
within which any review needs to take place. 
 
Environment Act 
 
The Environment Act 1995 (as amended) applies to the status and constitution of National 
Park Authorities in England and Wales.   
 
There are specific provisions on how a membership of a National Park Authority is 
calculated.  These were aimed at achieving a balance between Secretary of State 
appointments and Local Authority appointments.  The provisions were changed by Section 
61 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (NERC 2005) in order to provide 
more flexibility on membership composition. 
 
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Action 2005 
 
Section 61 of the Act provides that: 
 
A NPA shall consist of: 

(a) a specified number of local authority members; 
(b) in the case of NPAs in England, a specified number of parish members appointed by 

the Secretary of State; and 
(c) a specified number of other members to be appointed by the Secretary of State. 

 
The total number of local authority members and parish members must exceed the number 
of other members. 
 
Rights of Membership 
 
Members of the National Park Authority are appointed by those councils whose areas are 
wholly or partly situated within the Park.   
 
Each of the Councils is entitled to appoint the number of members which is specified or 
determined in the Order.  Local Authorities have discretion on whether to appoint members 
to a National Park Authority.  It is irrelevant as to the size by area or the population of a local 
authority area in terms of appointment to the National Park Authority.   
 
Members will be aware that, when the boundary was extended in 2016, specific questions 
were asked of the City of Lancaster and Lancashire County Council as to whether they 
wished to appoint a member to the National Park Authority bearing in mind the relatively 
small areas that were covered by the new National Park boundary.  The answer to this 
question was an unequivocal yes from both authorities. 
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Therefore, the starting point in relation to any review of the governance arrangements is that 
each local authority, covered by the National Park boundary, is entitled to at least one 
member to be appointed to the National Park Authority. 
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Appendix 6 

 

A Note to the A&R Paper re Review of Yorkshire Dales NPA Membership 

 

As the outgoing chair of A&R I would have spoken first to the paper to recommend its 

adoption.  Due to the cancellation of the March Authority meeting, co-terminus with my 

departure date after 8 years, I have put pen to paper to write what I would have said. 

 

1.  Change is not optional 

We are required by DEFRA, (and have been since 2010) to review our membership with the 

objective of reducing its size, notwithstanding our Boundary extension in 2016. 

 

2.  Some changes are not deliverable 

All National Park Authorities are required to have representatives from EVERY Council 

within their boundaries, even if it does lead to anomalies like Lancaster City Council 

representing a small number of folk.  As such we CANNOT unilaterally change or modify the 

seats allocated to those Councils - it would require primary legislation.  NB we should count 

our blessings really as elsewhere we see both the sublime and the ridiculous with 

Northumberland having only 1 Council (unitary) and South Downs having 15! 

 

3.  All members have had to opportunity to input    

This is NOT a proposal created by the A&R committee.  It is their endorsement of an ALL 

MEMBER working group, which at least half of you did not volunteer to join.  Those that did 

have met physically 5 times, plus many email discussions over the last year and a half – not 

a quick look, but a deep dive by anyone’s standards. 

 

4.  Glover did us a favour 

It is fair to say that in the early days the Working Group struggled to find any unanimity of 

opinion and many models, such as hub and spoke, were considered and rejected.  We were 

mindful though that DEFRA could impose a solution if we did not find one and any solution 

had to be a downsizing one – indeed that was this Authority’s own response to the Glover 

Review (it was also heartening that the SoS representatives were adamant that they did not 
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want to dilute the role of the locally elected, whilst the locally elected rued the thought of 

reducing the numbers of Nationally appointed!) 

However Glover put paid to all that.  Once we realised that his ‘nuclear option’ was an  

Authority of 9-12, with protected local representation downgraded to just the Planning 

committee, we knew we had both a dictat and an opportunity. 

 

5.  Glover-lite 

The dictat was that we had to downsize - there was no alternative.  But the opportunity was 

to be seen to not only meet DEFRA’s requirements to downsize, but also show willing to the 

spirit of Glover, by exceeding them, in the hope that 2 changes to our membership, hot on 

the heels of each other, would be undesirable so a Glover-lite solution was sensible. 

 

6.  A Pragmatic Solution 

We therefore had 2 starting points; 

a) we had to keep all 8 councils on board 

b) we had to reduce the overall numbers 

In addition we wanted to counter any potential democratic deficit by ensuring the majority 

vote would always sit ‘locally’.  So the above solution was to leave ‘the 8’ as the largest 

single group that could only be stalemated but not overturned if all Parish and all SOS 

members wanted.  But as we would expect Parish members to also think ‘local’ we have 

effectively built a 75% voting block of local decisions by local representatives for local 

people. 

 

7.  My endorsement 

Hence the recommendation of the Group to A&R, and thus to full Authority is 

8-4-4 

This means a reduction of 36% (25-16) which is one heck of an improvement on the Glover 

idea of 52% - 64% reduction. I support this proposal. 

 

Judith Donovan:        April 2020 

 
 

 
  


